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The Kaiser Family Foundation and Cook Political Report have embarked on a new project examining the
attitudes and experiences of voters in several key battleground states leading up the 2020 presidential
election. The Blue Wall Voices Project is a unique state-based polling project that relies on an innovative
probability-based approach to conducting public opinion polls using a combination of telephone and
online methodologies. Drawing from voter registration lists, KFF and Cook Political Report have
conducted interviews with 3,222 voters in the four states constituting the “Democratic Blue Wall” – the
area in the Upper Midwest that was previously considered a Democratic stronghold, and where state polls
performed poorly in 2016 and underestimated support for President Trump. The data analyzed is from
767 voters in Michigan, 958 voters in Minnesota, 752 voters in Pennsylvania, and 745 voters in
Wisconsin. For more details, please see the methodology section of this report.

Key Findings


There are many undecided voters and a few persuadable swing voters. One year out from
the 2020 presidential election and without a clear frontrunner in the Democratic primaries, a large
share of voters – about four in ten (41%) – say they have not yet made up their minds about who
they plan to vote for in November 2020. These “swing voters” either report being undecided about
their vote in 2020 or are leaning towards a candidate but haven’t made up their minds yet. With a
substantial number of votes still up for grabs, this analysis looks in-depth at this group of voters to
explore the policy issues that could swing these voters to vote for either President Trump or the
Democratic nominee.



President Trump himself is the defining factor for voters – both positive and negative.
When asked to offer in their own words what one thing will motivate them to vote in the 2020
presidential election, nearly three times as many voters offer responses related to defeating
President Trump (21%) as offer responses related to re-electing him or not wanting a Democrat
to be elected (8%). Defeating President Trump was offered as the top motivation to vote in 2020
by four in ten Democratic voters (39%) while responses related to re-electing President
Trump/not wanting a Democrat were offered by 21% of Republican voters. One-fifth of
independent voters offered responses related to defeating President Trump while fewer (7%) of
independent voters offered responses related to re-electing President Trump. Overall, one-fourth
(23%) of voters offer issues such as health care, the economy, and immigration, as their
motivation for voting in the 2020 presidential election.



The 2020 election may be a lot about health care and the economy, two issues that voters
judge President Trump’s actions on very differently. Health care and the economy are the top
issues for voters leading up to the 2020 presidential election but they are also two issues on
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which voters give President Trump very different marks. Overall, voters are somewhat positive in
their views of how President Trump is handling the economy (-1 percentage points net approval)
while a larger share of voters “disapprove” than “approve” of the way President Trump is handling
health care (-21 percentage points net approval). Health care is one of the only issues in which
President Trump’s approval is lower than his overall job approval (-18 percentage points).
President Trump also has low approval ratings (-20 percentage points) on the way he is handling
foreign policy– an issue of increasing importance among voters in these states.


Democrats have a slight edge in enthusiasm in three of the four states heading into the
2020 presidential election. Over six in ten Democratic voters in Pennsylvania (66%), Michigan
(65%), and Wisconsin (62%) say they are more motivated to vote in next year’s 2020 presidential
election than they were in 2016. This is at least 10 percentage points higher than the share of
Republican voters in each state saying the same (54% in Pennsylvania, 53% in Michigan, and
46% in Wisconsin). Republican voters in Minnesota are as motivated as their Democratic
counterparts. To see more on Republican voters in Minnesota, check out the Minnesota-specific
report.



President Trump still has solid support among his base in this region. Most Republican
voters approve of the way Donald Trump is handling his job as president and large majorities
approve of his approach on key national issues including more than nine in ten who approve of
the way he is handling the nation’s economy. Most Republican and Republican-leaning voters
(73%) also say they want President Trump to be the Republican Party’s nominee for the 2020
election while small shares of Trump voters (28%) can imagine a scenario in which he enacts a
policy, or fails to enact a policy, that would result in them changing their vote choice.



Few Democratic voters see progressive positions as deal breakers in their 2020 vote. The
Blue Wall Voices Project also sought to find out whether the progressive positions being
discussed by the Democratic nominees for president on the campaign trail are deal breaker
issues for voters. Overall, a majority of voters in the Blue Wall who plan to vote for the
Democratic nominee view the progressive platforms asked about in this survey as “good ideas,”
including majorities of voters in each of the four states. None of these issues are deal breakers,
with most voters saying that if a candidate disagrees with them on this issue then there would still
be a chance that they would vote for them.



Most swing voters in these states see bans on fracking, stopping detainments at the U.S.
border, and Medicare-for-all as bad ideas. The poll also consistently finds that while Medicarefor-all has played a significant role in the 2020 Democratic primary debates, it is not the top health
care issue for Democratic voters. Large shares of swing voters in Michigan, Minnesota,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin say stopping detainments at the U.S. border for people cross into
the country illegally and a national Medicare-for-all plan are “bad ideas.” Swing voters are slightly
more divided in their views of a ban on fracking with large shares of Pennsylvania and Wisconsin
swing voters saying such a ban is a “bad idea” as do a slim majority in Michigan and half of
Minnesota swing voters.
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As the Democratic presidential primary heats up, this poll finds Senator Elizabeth Warren and
Vice President Joe Biden as the front-runners among Democratic primary voters in the
Blue Wall region. One-fourth of Democratic primary voters in Michigan and Minnesota say they
plan to support Sen. Warren during the Democratic primary as do 22% of Wisconsin Democratic
primary voters. Former Vice President Joe Biden garners 27% of support from Pennsylvania
Democratic primary voters. Minnesota Senator Amy Klobuchar also garners support from 15% of
Minnesota Democratic primary voters.

The Role of Swing Voters in the Blue Wall
More than half of voters in Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin say they have already
made up their minds about which candidate they plan to vote for. One-third of voters say they are
“definitely going to vote for the Democratic nominee” while one-fifth (22%) say they are “definitely going to
vote for President Trump.” The share who say they are “definitely going to vote for President Trump” in
these states is slightly lower than the share of voters nationally who reported the same in our national
KFF Health Tracking Poll analysis earlier this year. It is important to note that while there are currently a
larger share of voters in each state who say they are “definitely going to vote for the Democratic nominee”
than “definitely going to vote for President Trump,” it is unclear how this could change once the
Democrats choose a nominee and President Trump and other Republicans start attacking a single
candidate rather than the entire field of candidates.
This leaves four in ten voters (41%) as the crucial voting block known throughout this report as “swing
voters.” This group of voters either say they are “probably going to vote for President Trump” (11%),
“probably going to vote for the Democratic nominee” (8%), or say they are “undecided” about how they
will vote (23%).
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Four In Ten Blue Wall Voters Say They Have Not Made Up Their
Mind About Which Candidate They Are Voting For In 2020
Thinking about the upcoming presidential election in 2020, do you think you are…?

Definitely going to vote for President Trump
Probably going to vote for President Trump

Probably going to vote for the Democratic nominee
Definitely going to vote for the Democratic nominee

Undecided

Michigan

22%

11%

23%

21%

11%

25%

6%

21%

10%

8%

Minnesota

24%

Pennsylvania

23%

10%

22%

7%

Wisconsin

22%

11%

21%

11%

10%

33%

33%
32%
33%
31%

Figure 1
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

There are not significant differences across the states, with similar shares of voters in Michigan (43%),
Minnesota (41%), Pennsylvania (39%), and Wisconsin (43%) saying they are either “probably” going to
vote for a candidate or are “undecided.”
It is important to note that not all “swing voters” could potentially change their vote to support the other
party’s candidate. While nearly half of those who say they are probably going to vote for President Trump
say there is “a chance” they will vote for the Democratic nominee (4% of all voters), on the other side of
the ballot almost none of those who say they are probably going to vote for the Democratic nominee say
that there is “a chance” they will vote for President Trump (less than 1%).
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Four In Ten Blue Wall Voters Say They Have Not Made Up Their
Mind About Which Candidate They Are Voting For In 2020
Thinking about the upcoming presidential election in 2020, do you think you are…?
Definitely going to vote for the Democratic
nominee
Probable Democratic voters

33%

7%

Undecided

Probable Trump voters

Definitely going to vote for President Trump

<1%

A chance of voting
for Trump

23%

6%

A chance of voting

4% for Democrat

22%

Figure 2
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

This is similar to what we found in our national analysis earlier this year, with few voters who say they are
probably going to vote for either President Trump or the Democratic nominee saying there is “a chance”
they will vote for the other party’s candidate. This is also similar across the four states included in this
analysis with few voters saying there is “a chance” they would vote for the other party’s candidate.
A majority of Democratic voters and Republican voters in each state say they aren’t going to cast a vote
for the other party’s candidate. About seven in ten (72%) Democratic and Democratic-leaning
independent voters in Michigan say they are definitely going to vote for the Democratic nominee as do
two-thirds of Democratic voters in Minnesota (68%), Wisconsin (66%), and Pennsylvania (65%).
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Majorities Of Democratic Voters Report That They Will Be Faithful
To Party In 2020 Vote Choice
Percent of Democratic and Democratic-leaning voters who say each of the following:
Michigan

Minnesota

Pennsylvania

Wisconsin

72%

68%

65%

66%

Definitely going to vote for
the Democratic nominee
Probable Democratic voters
Undecided

10%
13%

19%

11%

13%

17%

21%

11%

Probable Trump voters

2%

1%

<1%

1%

Definitely going to vote for
President Trump

<1%

0%

1%

<1%

Figure 3
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

A smaller share, but still a majority, of Republican and Republican-leaning independent voters say they
are definitely going to vote for President Trump (58% in Minnesota, 53% in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania,
and 52% in Michigan). Nearly twice as many Republican and Republican-leaning voters in Michigan and
Wisconsin are undecided about their 2020 presidential vote choice as the Democratic counterparts in the
states.1
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At Least Half Of Republican Voters Report Being Loyal To Trump
In 2020 Vote, But One In Five Are “Soft” Trump Voters
Percent of Republican and Republican-leaning voters who say each of the following:
Michigan

Minnesota

Pennsylvania

Wisconsin

Definitely going to vote for
the Democratic nominee

1%

<1%

4%

<1%

Probable Democratic voters

1%

1%

1%

1%

Undecided

22%

17%

Probable Trump voters 21%

21%

Definitely going to vote for
President Trump

52%

15%

58%

22%
53%

20%
21%
53%

Figure 4
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

On most demographics, swing voters look very similar to their counterparts (voters who say they have
already decided who they are going to vote for in the 2020 election), but they differ on three key variables:
age, party identification, and ideology. Swing voters generally are more likely to say they are moderate in
terms of their ideology (58%) and a larger share identify as political independents (29%) than their
decided counterparts (5%). In addition, swing voters are slightly younger as a whole with about half (51%)
under the age of 50 compared to 42% of decided voters.
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Demographic Differences Among Swing Voters And Decided Voters
Percent of swing voters who are:
18-29 years old

17%
28%

50-64 years old

Liberal

12%
34%

30-49 years old
65 and older

21%
12%

Moderate
Conservative
Dem and Dem-leaning

Pure independent
Rep and Rep-leaning

Percent of decided voters who are:

58%

32%

31%

30%

29%

28%

25%

30%

22%
47%

32%

30%
45%

56%

29%
38%

15%

30%

37%

28%

Total voters

5%
39%

16%

39%

Figure 5
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

What Is Driving Voters?
During the 2016 election, President Trump ran as an unconventional candidate who was going to work to
implement bold changes in this country and deliver a shock to business as usual in Washington, D.C.
One year out from the 2020 election, a slightly larger share of voters – including a majority of Republican
voters – still prefer to vote for a candidate who wants to make bold changes rather than moderate
changes. A slightly larger share of voters in Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin say they
prefer to vote for a candidate in 2020 who wants to make bold changes (54%) rather than a candidate
who works to make moderate changes (45%).
Six in ten Republican voters (62%) say they prefer a candidate who works to make bold changes rather
than a candidate who works to make moderate changes (37%). Democratic voters are more divided on
their preference with half (52%) preferring a candidate who works to make bold changes and a similar
share preferring a candidate who works to make moderate changes (48%). A majority of independent
voters (55%) prefer a candidate who works to make moderate changes.
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Partisans Differ In Whether They Prefer Candidate Who Works To
Make Bold Changes Or Moderate Changes
Thinking about the 2020 presidential election, which comes closer to your view, even if neither is exactly right?
I prefer a candidate who works to make bold changes
I prefer a candidate who works to make moderate changes

Democrats
Independents

54%

45%

52%

48%

44%

Republicans

62%

55%
37%

Figure 6
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Democratic voters appear to have the edge in motivation one year out from the 2020 general election with
a larger share of Democratic voters (64%) saying they are “more motivated” about voting in next year’s
presidential election than either independent voters (55%) and Republican voters (53%).

Democratic Voters Report Higher Levels Of Motivation
Compared to the 2016 presidential election, how would you describe your level of motivation to vote in
next year’s 2020 presidential election?
More motivated

About the same

55%

Democrats
Independents
Republicans

64%

55%
53%

Less motivated

41%

4%

33%

41%
44%

3%

4%
3%

Figure 7
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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About two-thirds of Democratic voters in Pennsylvania (66%) and Michigan (65%) and six in ten
Democratic voters in Wisconsin (62%) say they are “more motivated” to vote in next year’s election. This
is compared to less than half of Republican voters in Wisconsin (46%) and slightly more than half of
Republican voters in Pennsylvania (54%) Michigan (53%) who say they are more motivated to vote than
in the previous presidential election. Partisan voters in Minnesota are both “more motivated” to vote in
next year’s election. To see more on this, check out the individual state reports.
Table 1: The Democratic Party has the Enthusiasm Edge in Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin
Percent who say they are more
motivated to vote in next year’s

Michigan

Minnesota

Pennsylvania

Wisconsin

55%

52%

58%

51%

Democratic voters

65

57

66

62

Independent voters

61

47

54

50

Republican voters

53

59

54

46

election than in the 2016 election:
Total

When asked to offer in their own words what one thing will motivate them to vote in the 2020 presidential
election, one-fifth of all Blue Wall voters offer responses related to defeating President Trump (21%). This
is followed by those who say voting is their civic duty (9%), health care (8%), re-electing President Trump
or not wanting to elect a Democrat (8%), and the economy (4%) is their top motivation. Overall, one-fourth
(23%) of voters offer issues such as health care, the economy, and immigration, as their motivation for
voting in the 2020 presidential election.
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One-Fifth Of Voters Say Defeating President Trump Is Their
Motivation To Vote In 2020
Percent who say each of the following is the one thing that will motivate them to vote in the presidential
election in 2020 (open-ended responses):
To defeat Trump

21%

It is my civic duty

9%

Health care

8%

To re-elect Trump/Don't want a Democrat

8%

The economy

4%

To vote for the best candidate

3%

A candidate with good ethics

3%

Figure 8
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Defeating President Trump is offered as the top motivation to vote in 2020 by four in ten Democratic
voters (39%) and one-fifth of independent voters, while responses related to re-electing President Trump
or not wanting to elect a Democrat was offered by 21% of Republican voters – followed by those who say
that their civic duty is their top motivation to vote in 2020 (12%).
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Democrats And Independents Say Defeating President Trump Is
Their Top Motivation To Vote In 2020 Election
Percent who say each of the following will be the one thing that will motivate them to vote in the 2020
presidential election:
RANK
TOTAL
DEMOCRATS
INDEPENDENTS
REPUBLICANS

1

To defeat Trump
(21%)

To defeat Trump
(39%)

To defeat Trump
(20%)

To re-elect Trump/Don’t
want to see a
Democrat elected
(21%)

2

It is my civic duty
(9%)

Health care
(9%)

It is my civic duty
(8%)

It is my civic duty
(12%)

3

Health care
(8%)

It is my civic duty
(7%)

Health care
(7%)

The economy
(7%)

Figure 9
NOTE: Top 3 responses shown
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Republican Voters and President Trump
Most Republican and Republican-leaning independent voters (73%) also say they prefer President Trump
to be the Republican Party’s nominee for the 2020 election with about one-fourth (26%) saying they
prefer another candidate to be the Republican Party’s nominee. Those who self-identify as Republicans
are more tied to President Trump with nearly eight in ten (78%) saying they prefer President Trump be
the nominee compared to about six in ten (62%) independents who lean Republican in their views.
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There Is Little Hope For A Challenger To President Trump With Only
One-Fourth Of Republican Voters Preferring Another Candidate
Would you prefer President Trump to be the Republican Party’s nominee for the 2020 election, or would you
prefer another candidate?

President Trump

73%

Republicans

78%

Republican-leaning Independents

62%

Another candidate

26%

22%

36%

Figure 10
NOTE: Asked of Republicans and Republican-leaning independents.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Most voters who say they are going to vote for President Trump in 2020 do not see a scenario in which
he would no longer have their vote. Seven in ten Trump voters say there is not a policy he could enact or
fail to enact that would make them no longer vote for him while three in ten (28%) say they can think of a
scenario that would make them no longer vote for President Trump.

Most Trump Voters Say There Is No Policy He Could Enact That
Would Make Them No Longer Vote For Him
Can you think of any policy President Trump could enact, or fail to enact, that would make you not vote for him,
or do you plan on voting for him no matter what?
Yes, can think of
a policy that
would make me
not vote for him
28%
No, plan on
voting for him
regardless
70%

DK/Ref.
2%

Figure 11
NOTE: Among those who are definitely or probably going to vote for President Trump.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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When asked to offer in their own words what policy President Trump could enact, or fail to enact, that
would make them no longer vote for him, one-fifth (6% of all 2020 Trump voters) say that if he no longer
continued to support gun rights they would no longer vote for him. This is followed by one in six (4% of all
2020 Trump voters) who offered that if he changed his position on immigration, they would no longer vote
for him. Other issues that were offered include supporting Medicare-for-all (2%), supporting access to
abortions (2%), or if foreign relations worsened (2%). Few Trump voters said they would not vote for
President Trump if he endangered the constitution (1%).2

Democratic Voters and the 2020 Democratic Primary
Democratic voters in the Blue Wall are divided in what is most important to them when selecting a
candidate for president. Four in ten voters (42%) say it is more important that the Democrats select a
candidate who “has the best chance to defeat President Trump” while a similar share (40%) say it is more
important to select a candidate who “comes closest to their views on the issues.” Fewer (13%) voters say
it is more important to select a candidate who “is the most authentic” and even fewer (4%) say it is most
important to select a candidate who “can most disrupt the current system.”

Democratic Voters Evenly Divided On If It Is More Important For
Nominee To Share Their Views Or Be Able To Defeat President Trump
In selecting a presidential nominee for the Democratic Party, which of the following is most important to
you? Someone who…
Has the best chance to defeat President Trump

Comes closest to your views on issues

Is the most authentic

Can most disrupt the current system

Democrats
Democratic-leaning
Independents

42%

40%

13%

43%

40%

13%

37%

43%

16%

4%

4%
3%

Figure 12
NOTE: Asked of Democrats and Democratic-leaning independents.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

A larger share of Democratic and Democratic-leaning independent voters in Minnesota say it is more
important that the eventual nominee be able to defeat President Trump (48%) than come closest to their
views on the issues (33%).
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Table 2: Minnesota Democratic Voters Prioritize Defeating President Trump
In selecting a presidential
nominee for the Democratic

Total

Michigan

Minnesota

Pennsylvania

Wisconsin

42%

42%

48%

40%

39%

Comes closest to your views on
the issues

40

45

33

38

42

Is the most authentic

13

11

16

13

17

4

2

3

7

2

Party, which of the following is
most important to you?
Has the best chance to defeat
President Trump

Can most disrupt the current
system

Note. Among Democratic and Democratic-leaning independents.
Yet, despite this, significant shares of Democratic voters in each of the states say they do not plan to vote
in the Democratic primary in their state and instead plan to wait to vote until the 2020 general election.
One-third of Democratic and Democratic-leaning voters in Minnesota say they plan to wait to vote until
the 2020 general election as do one-fourth of Democratic voters in Michigan, one-fifth of Democratic
voters in Wisconsin, and 17% of Democratic voters in Pennsylvania.

SENATOR WARREN AND VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN TOP LIST OF
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY CANDIDATES
Among those primary election voters, Senator Elizabeth Warren and former Vice President Joe Biden
have the edge over the other major Democratic presidential candidates. One-fifth of Democratic primary
voters say Sen. Warren (22%) is the candidate they plan to support which is similar to the share who say
Vice President Biden is the candidate they plan to support (21%). While Senator Warren and Vice
President Biden garner similar shares of top choice votes among Democratic primary voters across the
Blue Wall, four in ten Democratic primary voters choose Sen. Warren as either their first or second choice
in the Democratic primary. This is followed by 29% who choose Vice President Biden, one-fourth who
choose Sen. Sanders, and 14% who choose Mayor Pete Buttigieg. Most of the shift over to Sen. Warren
is from Sen. Sanders supporters with half of Sen. Sanders supporters choosing Sen. Warren as their
second choice of candidates. For more information about how voters in each of the states rank the
candidates, check out the individual state reports.
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Large Shares Of Biden Voters And Sanders Voters Choose Senator
Warren As Next Choice
AMONG THOSE WHO SAY
THEIR FIRST CHOICE IS
ELIZABETH WARREN (22%):

Second choice

Third choice

26%

21%

Bernie
Sanders

Pete
Buttigieg

AMONG THOSE WHO SAY
THEIR FIRST CHOICE IS
JOE BIDEN (21%):

36%

16%

AMONG THOSE WHO SAY
THEIR FIRST CHOICE IS
BERNIE SANDERS (13%):

Elizabeth
Warren

Bernie
Sanders

50%

14%

Elizabeth
Warren

Joe
Biden

Figure 13
NOTE: Among those who plan to vote in the Democratic primary.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

The 2020 Democratic candidates are garnering support from slightly different voting
groups throughout Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. Across the four
states, a larger share of voters who chose Senator Sanders as their first choice are men
(50%) compared to those who chose Senator Warren (35%) or Vice President Biden
(43%) as their first choice candidate. Sen. Sanders also has an edge among younger
voters with eight in ten of his supporters under the age of 50. Sen. Warren’s supporters,
on the other hand, are more likely to be women (65%), and have at least a college
degree (65%) compared to less than half of Sen. Sanders’ supporters or Vice President
Biden’s supporters. About one in five of Vice President Biden’s supporters are AfricanAmerican compared to smaller shares of Sanders’ supporters (9%) or Warren’s (7%).

Are Progressive Platforms Deal Breakers For Voters?
The Blue Wall Voices Project also seeks to find out how voters view many of the progressive positions
being discussed by some of the Democratic nominees for president. Overall, a majority of voters in the
Blue Wall who say they are either “definitely” or “probably” going to vote for the Democratic nominee view
the progressive platforms asked about in this survey as “good ideas.” This includes majorities of these
self-reported likely 2020 Democratic voters in each of the four states.
Nine in ten self-reported 2020 Democratic voters (92%) say the Green New Deal, the plan to address
climate change through new regulations and increases in government spending on green jobs and
energy-efficient infrastructure is a “good idea.” This is closely followed by large majorities who say a
pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S. illegally (91%), a ban on the future sale of assault
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weapons (88%), and a ban on the ownership of assault weapons and military-style rifles like the AR-15
including a mandatory buyback program for current owners (83%) are “good ideas.” Fewer, but still a
majority (62%), say a national health plan in which all Americans would get their health coverage through
a single government plan, Medicare-for-all, is a “good idea.” Slightly more than half of self-reported 2020
Democratic voters say stopping U.S. detainments for people crossing the border illegally or a ban on
fracking are “good ideas” (56% and 54%, respectively). These three issues rank at the bottom of
progressive platforms for self-reported 2020 Democratic voters in each of the four states.

Majority Of Self-Reported 2020 Democratic Voters View
Progressive Platforms As Good Ideas
Do you think each of the following is a good idea or a bad idea?
Good idea

Bad idea

Green New Deal

92%

Pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S. illegally

91%

8%

Ban on future sales of assault weapons

88%

12%

Ban on owning assault weapons including mandatory
buybacks
A national Medicare-for-all plan that would eliminate private
insurance
No longer detaining people for crossing the U.S. border
illegally
A ban on hydraulic fracturing, or fracking

6%

83%
62%

17%
35%

56%

40%

54%

42%

Figure 14
NOTE: Among self-reported 2020 Democratic voters.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Yet, none of these issues are “deal breakers” with small shares of voters saying there is no chance they
would vote for a candidate who disagreed with them on the issue. The positions that solicit that largest
share of voters saying there is “no chance” they would vote for them are if a candidate was against a ban
on future sales of assault weapons (20%), against a ban on ownership of assault weapons (15%), or
against the Green New Deal (13%).
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More Moderate Positions On Gun Control May Influence Self-Reported
2020 Democratic Voters To Not Vote For Democratic Nominee
Percent of Democratic voters who say each of the following is a good idea and that if a Democratic
candidate for president disagreed with them on this, there is no chance that they would vote for them:
Ban on future sales of assault weapons

20%

Ban on owning assault weapons including
15%
mandatory buybacks
Green New Deal 13%

Pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S.
11%
illegally
No longer detaining people for crossing the U.S.
10%
border illegally
A national Medicare-for-all plan that would
5%
eliminate private insurance
A ban on hydraulic fracturing, or fracking

4%

Figure 15
NOTE: Among self-reported 2020 Democratic voters.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Few self-reported 2020 Democratic voters view any of the progressive ideas as deal breakers with less
than 10% of Democratic voters saying the platforms are “bad ideas” and if a Democratic candidate
disagreed with them on this, there is no chance they would vote for them.

SOME 2020 DEMOCRATIC VOTERS SEE CONSERVATIVE GUN CONTROL
STANCE AS A POSSIBLE DEAL BREAKER
Many likely 2020 Democratic voters see more moderate positions on assault weapon bans as possible
deal breakers. One-fifth of self-reported 2020 Democratic voters say there is “no chance” they would vote
for a candidate who was against a ban on the future sales of assault weapons and about one in eight
(15%) 2020 Democratic voters say there is “no chance” they would vote for a Democratic nominee who
was against a ban on owning assault weapons, including a mandatory buyback program.
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About One In Five 2020 Democratic Voters Say They Wouldn’t Vote
For A Candidate Who Is Against A Ban On Assault Weapons
Percent who say each of the following is a good or bad idea, and if the Democratic nominee disagreed with
them, there is no chance or still a chance they would vote for them:
Good idea,
deal breaker

Good idea, not
a deal breaker

Ban on owning assault weapons including
mandatory buybacks

Ban on future sales of assault weapons

15%

20%

Bad idea, not
a deal breaker

Bad idea, deal
breaker

66%

13%

66%

10% 2%

3%

Figure 16
NOTE: Among self-reported 2020 Democratic voters.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 20-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

SWING VOTERS AND PROGRESSIVE PLATFORMS
Majorities of swing voters, a crucial voting block in 2020, view a pathway to citizenship for immigrants in
this country illegally (70%), the Green New Deal (67%), a ban on the future sale of assault weapons
(66%), and a ban on the ownership of assault weapons including a mandatory buyback program (54%) as
good ideas. Yet, many of these voters see three progressive platforms as “bad ideas.” Majorities of these
voters view a ban on fracking (54%), a national Medicare-for-all plan (62%), and stopping border
detainments of people coming into the country illegally (71%) as bad ideas.
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Swing Voters Split As To Whether Progressive Policies Are Good
Or Bad Ideas
AMONG SWING VOTERS: Do you think each of the following is a good idea or a bad idea?
Good idea

Bad idea

Pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S. illegally

70%

28%

Green New Deal

67%

31%

Ban on future sales of assault weapons

66%

33%

Ban on owning assault weapons including mandatory
buybacks
A ban on hydraulic fracturing, or fracking
A national Medicare-for-all plan that would eliminate private
insurance
No longer detaining people for crossing the U.S. border
illegally

54%
40%
36%

45%
54%
62%

27%

71%

Figure 17
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 20-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

How National Issues May Influence 2020
Health care and the economy are the top issues for voters in these states leading up to the 2020
presidential election but they are also two issues on which voters give President Trump very different
marks. Voters give President Trump a somewhat positive rating (-1 percentage points) on the way he is
handling the economy while a larger share of voters disapprove than approve of the way President Trump
is handling health care (-21 percentage points net approval). Health care is one of the only issues in
which President Trump’s approval is lower than his overall job approval (-18 percentage points). This
report also examines the role of other key issues in the 2020 election such as immigration and
international trade.

President Trump Job Approval
President Trump’s approval in each of the states as well as the Blue Wall overall is similar to what we see
in national polls with about four in ten voters (41%) in the Blue Wall saying they either “strongly approve”
or “somewhat approve” of the way Donald Trump is handling his job as president, while six in ten (59%)
disapprove. If we look at the strongest opinions, twice as many voters “strongly disapprove” of the job
President Trump is doing than “strongly approve” (50% v. 25%). About half of voters in each of the four
states strongly disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling his job as president.
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Half Of Blue Wall Voters Strongly Disapprove Of President Trump
Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling his job as president?

Strongly approve

Somewhat approve

Somewhat disapprove

Strongly disapprove

25%

16%

9%

50%

Michigan

24%

17%

9%

49%

Minnesota

24%

17%

10%

48%

Pennsylvania

26%

14%

10%

51%

Wisconsin

26%

8%

49%

17%

Figure 18
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Support for President Trump runs highest among his base including voters who voted for him in 2016
(89%), conservative voters (78%), and rural voters (57%).

Nine In Ten 2016 Trump Voters Approve Of His Job Performance
Percent who say they approve of the way Donald Trump is handling his job as president:
2016 Trump voter
Conservative
Rural
57%
White, no college degree
51%
Men
47%
HH Income: $40K-<$90K
45%
No degree
45%
HH Income: $90K+
44%
Union member
44%
Suburban
44%
Total
41%
Not union member
39%
White, college degree
36%
Women
35%
Moderate
34%
College degree
34%
HH Income: Less than $40K
30%
Urban
24%
Hispanic
20%
Liberal 5%
Black 5%
2016 Clinton voter 3%

89%
78%

Figure 19
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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On the other hand, vast majorities of 2016 Clinton voters (97%) and liberal voters (95%) disapprove of his
job performance. As do non-white voters across education groups, urban voters, voters earning less than
$40,000 annually, moderate voters, and many more.

President Trump Has High Disapproval Among Many Key Voting
Groups
Percent who say they disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling his job as president:
2016 Clinton voter
Liberal
Black
Hispanic
Urban
HH Income: Less than $40K
Moderate
College degree
Women
White, college degree
Not union member
Total
HH Income: $90K+
Union member
Suburban
No college degree
HH Income: $40K-<$90K
Men
White, no college degree
Rural
Conservative
2016 Trump voter

97%
95%
95%
80%
76%
69%
66%
66%
65%
64%
61%
59%
56%
56%
56%
55%
55%
52%
48%
42%
22%
11%

Figure 20
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Voters in the Blue Wall states rank President Trump’s job performance most positively on the economy
with about half of voters (49%) approving of the way Donald Trump is handling the economy. About four
in ten voters approve of the job he is doing on the other issues including trade with other countries (43%),
immigration (43%), foreign policy (40%), and health care (39%). There are no differences across the four
states with similar shares of voters in Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin approving of
President Trump’s job on each of these key issues.
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Blue Wall Voters Divided On President Trump’s Job On Economy,
Majorities Disapprove Of His Job On Most Other Issues
Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling each of the following?

Approve
His job as president
The economy

41%
49%

Disapprove
59%
50%

Trade with other countries

43%

56%

Immigration

43%

57%

Foreign policy

40%

60%

Health care

39%

60%

Figure 21
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

There are, however, unsurprisingly strong partisan differences. Large majorities of Republican voters
approve of the job President Trump is doing on all of the issues while independent voters lean more
negative in their assessments of President Trump’s job performance. Few Democratic voters approve of
his job performance on any of the national issues included in the survey. Across the issues, President
Trump ranks best in his handling of the economy with 94% of Republicans approving of the way he is
handling the nation’s economy, as do half of independent voters and 11% of Democratic voters.
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Majorities Of Republican Voters Approve Of President Trump’s Job
Performance Compared To Fewer Independents And Democrats
Percent who say they approve of the way Donald Trump is handling each of the following:

Republicans
His job as
president

The economy

87%
94%

Independents
39%
50%

Democrats
4%
11%

Trade with other
countries

87%

43%

7%

Immigration

87%

42%

6%

Foreign policy

85%

37%

Health care

84%

37%

4%
4%

Figure 22
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Voters Say Health Care and Economy Are Top Issues
One year out from the 2020 general election, health care and the economy are the top two issues for
voters. About one-fifth of voters say health care (21%) or the economy (21%) will be the most important
issue in deciding their vote for president next year. These are followed by climate change (14%), gun
policy (13%), foreign policy (9%), immigration (9%), taxes (6%), and international trade and tariffs (1%).

An Increased Interest in Foreign Policy?
The Blue Wall Voices Project was conducted September 23rd – October 15th, 2019. Two
major foreign policy news stories happened during the field period including the U.S.
House of Representatives’ impeachment inquiry and the Turkish invasion into Syria.
While news regarding President Trump’s phone call with the Ukrainian President was
released prior to the field period, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi announced a formal
impeachment inquiry into Trump on September 24th. The news regarding his interactions
with foreign leaders remained the top news for the weeks following as testimonies began
before House committees. In addition, on October 12th President Trump’s administration
announced that U.S. troops would be pulling back from northern Syria, subsequently
allowing for Turkey forces to move into a region controlled by the Kurdish forces. Almost
immediately, Turkey began assaults against Kurdish fighters and civilians in Syria. This
lead to the U.S. to call on Turkey to stop the invasion and announce sanctions aimed at
restraining the Turks’ assault. All of these events have led to an increase in the
importance of foreign policy among voters in Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and
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Wisconsin. Foreign policy and national security now rank alongside gun policy and
immigration as the issues voters say will be the most important in deciding their vote for
president next year.
Health care and the economy are the top issues across the Blue Wall states with Minnesota voters also
selecting climate change as one of their top issues (17%). To see more about how partisans rank these
issues in each state, check out the individual state reports.

Health Care And The Economy Among Top Issues Across Blue
Wall States
Percent who say each of the following issues will be the most important in deciding their vote for
president next year:
Michigan
Minnesota
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Health care

21%

22%

The economy

21%

22%

Climate change

14%

Gun policy

13%

13%

20%
16%
17%

10%

11%

21%

20%

21%

22%

14%
17%

16%
11%

Foreign policy/National
security

9%

11%

9%

8%

11%

Immigration

9%

9%

11%

7%

9%

8%

6%

Taxes

International trade/Tariffs

6%

6%

1%

1%

1%

1%

6%
1%

Figure 23
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

The ranking of issues is largely driven by partisanship. Twice as many Republican voters say the
economy will be the most important issue in deciding their vote for President next year than any other
issue. Republicans rank the economy (30%), gun policy (15%), and immigration (15%) as the top issues
in the presidential election. Democrats rank health care (27%) and climate change (25%) as the top
issues. Independent voters choose health care (23%) and the economy (21%) as their top two issues.
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Health Care And The Economy Are Top Issues For Blue Wall
Voters; Other Priorities Differ By Partisans
Percent who say each of the following issues will be the most important in deciding their vote for president
next year:
Democrats
Independents
Republicans
Health care

21%

The economy

21%

Climate change

14%

Gun policy

13%

Foreign policy/National
security

9%

Immigration

9%

Taxes
International trade/Tariffs

6%
1%

23%

27%

14%
7%
4%
4%
1%

30%

21%

13%
25%

11%

16%

3%
15%

11%

13%

9%

15%

8%

7%
1%

7%
1%

Figure 24
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Voters who are still undecided about their 2020 vote choice or haven’t made up their
minds yet, our swing voters, rank the issues very similarly with health care and the
economy as the top issues they say will be the most important in deciding their vote for
president next year. In addition, health care and the economy are the top issues among
swing voters in Michigan (23% and 25%), Minnesota (19% and 20%), Pennsylvania (19%
and 24%), and Wisconsin (21% and 23%).

HEALTH CARE
Lowering prescription drug costs and making sure the ACA’s protections for people with pre-existing
health conditions continue are the top health care priorities that voters want to see Congress take on next
year. About two-thirds of voters (across states) say lowering prescription drug costs for as many
Americans as possible should be a top priority for Congress which is similar to the share who say making
sure the ACA’s protections for people with pre-existing conditions should be a top priority. These are the
top health care priorities across voters in Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.
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Lowering Prescription Drug Costs And Maintaining ACA’s PreExisting Condition Protections Top Health Care Priorities
Do you think each of the following should be a top priority, important but not a top priority, not too important,
or should not be done in Congress next year when it comes to health care?
A top priority
Important but not a top priority
Not too important
Should not be done
3%
Lowering Rx drug costs for as many Americans
as possible

68%

Maintaining protections for people with preexisting conditions

65%

Expanding gov't financial help for those who buy
their own insurance

28%

Implementing a public option

27%

Repealing and replacing the ACA
Implementing a national Medicare-for-all plan

27%

30%
25%

4% 3%

28%
44%

14% 13%

39%
24%
28%

1%

13%

20%

11%

34%

11%

36%

Figure 25
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Lowering prescription drug costs ranks at the top of the list of health care priorities among all partisans
(74% of Democratic voters, 69% of independent voters, and 62% of Republican voters). Making sure the
ACA’s protections for people with pre-existing conditions continue is a top priority for both Democrats
(83%) and independent voters (65%) while more than half of Republican voters (54%) say repealing and
replacing the ACA is a top priority for Congress.
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Maintaining Protections For Pre-Existing Conditions And Lowering
Prescription Drug Costs Among Top Issues Across Partisans
Percent who say each of the following should be a top priority for Congress next year when it comes to
health care:
Democrats
Independents
Republicans
Maintaining protections for people
with pre-existing conditions

83%

Lowering Rx drug costs for as many
Americans as possible

65%

74%

49%

69%

62%

Expanding gov't financial help for
those who buy their own insurance

41%

23%

16%

Implementing a public option

40%

25%

13%

Implementing a national Medicarefor-all plan

37%

22%

Repealing and replacing the ACA 14%

26%

10%
54%

Figure 26
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

IMMIGRATION
Overall, majorities of voters in each of the four states have positive views of immigrants in this country.
Most say it is generally true that “immigrants strengthen our country because of their hard work and
talents” (72%) and that it is generally not true that “immigrants are a burden on our country because they
take their jobs” (81%) or “increase rates of violent crimes in this country” (75%).
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Seven In Ten Blue Wall Voters Say Immigrants Strengthen The
U.S. Because Of Their Hard Work And Talents
Do you think the following statements are generally true or generally not true about immigrants?
Immigrants strengthen our country
Immigrants are a burden on our
because of their hard work and talents country because they take our jobs

Immigrants increase rates of
violent crime in this country

18%
24%

26%
1%
72%

2%

81%

2%

75%

Generally not true

Generally true

Figure 27
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

While most Republican voters in Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin say that it is
generally not true that “immigrants are a burden because they take our jobs,” they are more divided on
whether they think “immigrants increase rates of violent crime in this country.” Half of Republican voters
say this is generally not true which is similar to the share who say it is generally true (47%).

Many Blue Wall Voters Across Partisans Say Immigrants Do Not
Increase Rates Of Violent Crime Or Are A Burden On U.S.
Do you think the following statements are generally true or generally not true about immigrants?
Generally true

Generally not true

Immigrants increase rates of violent
crime in this country
24%

Democrats
Independents
Republicans

75%

6%
21%

47%

93%
78%

50%

Immigrants are a burden on our
country because they take our jobs
18%

7%
13%

33%

81%

92%
86%

65%

Figure 28
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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THE U.S. ECONOMY
While the economies of each of the states included in the Blue Wall Voices Project are distinct, the views
of the economic outlook for the next year as well as views towards the fairness of the economic system
are largely similar. The major differences in voters’ perceptions of the U.S. economy are mostly driven by
party identification.
Voters are divided along party lines in their economic outlook for the next year with three-fourths (77%) of
Democratic voters (across states) saying they expect that during the next 12 months the U.S. will have
“bad times” while eight in ten Republicans (81%) say they expect the U.S. will have “good times.”
Independent voters are split with similar shares saying they expect that during the next 12 months the
U.S. will have good times financially (47%) as bad times (51%).

Economic Outlook Differs Across Blue Wall Demographic Groups,
Especially Among Partisans
Do you think that during the next 12 months the U.S. will have good times financially or bad times?
Good times

Bad times

48%

Democrats

21%

Independents
Republicans

50%

77%

47%
81%

51%
17%

Figure 29
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Views of the fairness current economic system are also largely partisan with larger shares of Democratic
voters saying it is more often that “needy people go without government help in American today” (68%)
than say it is more often that “irresponsible people get government help they don’t deserve” (30%).
Republican voters view the system differently with the vast majority saying it is more often that
“irresponsible people get government help they don’t deserve” (84%). A larger share of independent
voters also say “irresponsible people getting government help they don’t deserve” happens more often in
America today (55%).
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Over Half Of Blue Wall Voters Say Irresponsible People Getting
Government Help Is More Common In U.S., But Partisans Differ
Which of these two situations do you think happens more often in America today?
Needy people going without government help
Irresponsible people getting government help they don't deserve
42%

Democrats
Independents
Republicans

56%

68%

30%
41%

55%
14%

84%

Figure 30
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Six in ten voters (62%) say that “unfairness in the economy that favors the wealthy” is a bigger problem in
this country while one-third of voters (36%) say “over-regulation that interferes with growth and prosperity”
is a bigger problem. Nine in ten Democratic voters (93%) say unfairness in the economy is a bigger
problem while seven in ten Republican voters (72%) say over-regulation is a bigger problem. Six in ten
(63%) independent voters say unfairness in the economy is a bigger problem while 36% say overregulation is a bigger problem.
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Six In Ten Blue Wall Voters Say Unfairness In The Economy That
Favors The Wealthy Is Bigger Problem Than Over-Regulation
Which do you think is a bigger problem in this country?
Unfairness in the economy that favors the wealthy
Over-regulation that interferes with growth and prosperity
62%

Democrats
Independents

36%

7%

93%
63%

Republicans

36%
26%

72%

Figure 31
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND TARIFFS
With the U.S. engaged in a trade dispute with China and other countries, the Blue Wall Voices project
sought to examine voters’ opinions of the possible impacts of the tariffs in Michigan, Minnesota,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.
More than half of voters in the Blue Wall say the recent import taxes on certain goods brought into the
U.S. from China and other countries will hurt both the national economy (55%) and workers in their state
(55%). While these views are largely partisan, about one-fourth of Republican voters say the recent tariffs
will hurt both the national economy (23%) and workers in their state (25%).
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Majorities Of Democrats And Independent Voters Say Tariffs Will
Hurt, Fourth Of Republican Voters Say The Same
Do you think that the recent tariffs, which are import taxes on certain goods brought into the U.S. from
China and other countries, will help, hurt, or have no effect on…?
…the national economy…

…workers in your state…

Help
29%

13%

Democrats 9%7%
Independents

27%

Republicans

Have no effect
55%

22%

83%
14%
55%

Hurt
22%

55%

9%10%
58%

20%

20%
23%

80%
21%

57%

41%

33%

25%

Figure 32
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Overall, a larger share of voters in the Blue Wall say the recent tariffs will hurt rather than help them and
their families, but a considerable share also say they expect the import taxes to have no effect. More than
four in ten voters say the recent tariffs will hurt them and their family including roughly half of voters in
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.

Few Blue Wall Voters Across States Say Tariffs Will Help Them
And Their Family
Do you think that the recent tariffs, which are import taxes on certain goods brought into the U.S. from
China and other countries, will help, hurt, or have no effect on you and your family?
Help
14%

Michigan

Minnesota

14%
16%

Pennsylvania

13%

Wisconsin

14%

Have no effect
38%

43%
36%
35%
37%

Hurt
46%

41%
45%
50%
48%

Figure 33
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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Partisanship plays a large role in views of recent tariffs with seven in ten Democrats (69%) saying the
tariffs will hurt them and their families compared to 46% of independent voters and 21% of Republican
voters.

Nearly Half Of Blue Wall Voters Say Tariffs Will Hurt Them And
Their Family; Republicans More Likely To Say Tariffs Will Help
Do you think that the recent tariffs, which are import taxes on certain goods brought into the U.S. from China
and other countries, will help, hurt, or have no effect on you and your family?
Help

Have no effect

14%

Hurt

38%

46%

4%
Democrats
Independents
Republicans

26%
12%

69%
41%

28%

46%
49%

21%

Figure 34
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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President Trump Currently Has Support Among Rural Voters, But The Economy Matters A Lot To
This Group And Many Worry About The Effect Of Recent Tariffs
One key group that President Trump needs to retain support from in 2020 are rural voters. The poll
indicates that currently President Trump has the support of rural voters in Michigan, Minnesota,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin with larger shares of rural voters in each of the states saying they are either
“definitely” or “probably” going to vote for President Trump than the Democratic nominee.
Table 3: President Trump Currently Has Support Among Rural Voters In Upper Midwest

Definitely voting for
President Trump
Probably going to vote
for President Trump
Undecided
Probably going to vote
for Democratic nominee
Definitely voting for
Democratic nominee

Minnesota
Rural

Michigan

Voters

Rural Voters

32%

29%

38%

35%

28%

12

13

10

11

13

27

29

24

27

27

6

4

7

4

10

18

18

20

15

20

Voters

Pennsylvania

Wisconsin
Rural

Total Rural

Rural Voters

Voters

A key issue for this group is the economy with large shares of rural voters in each of the states saying the
economy is among the most important issues when deciding their vote next year. And most rural voters
approve of the way President Trump is handling the economy with about two-thirds of rural voters in
Michigan (66%), Minnesota (65%), Pennsylvania (66%), and Wisconsin (61%) saying they either “strongly
approve” or “somewhat approve.” In addition, majorities of rural voters in each state say they expect the
U.S. will have good times financially during the next 12 months.
Rural voters are currently less negative in their assessment of how the recent tariffs will hurt workers in
their state, the national economy, or their family than suburban and urban voters. But still about half of
rural voters say the recent tariffs will hurt workers in their state (47%) and the national economy (45%),
while about four in ten (39%) say the recent tariffs will hurt them and their families.
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Blue Wall Voices Project – Michigan
The Blue Wall Voices Project examines voters in the state of Michigan to get their perspectives on key
issues and aspects of the 2020 election, including the role that health care and the economy may play in
voters’ decisions. In addition, it gauges enthusiasm and vote choice leading up to the 2020 presidential
election.
Overall, a larger share of Michigan voters say health care and the economy are the most important issues
in deciding their vote for president in 2020. About one in five Michigan voters say health care (22%) and
the economy (22%) are the most important issues to their vote, with smaller shares saying issues like
climate change (13%), foreign policy and national security (11%), gun policy (10%), immigration (9%),
taxes (6%), and international trade and tariffs (1%). Partisans are divided in their priorities, with one in
four Democrats and independents choosing health care as their top issue, and one-third of Republicans
choosing the economy as the most important issue.

For Michigan Voters, Health Care And The Economy Among
Most Important Issues
Percent who say each of the following issues will be the most important in deciding their vote for
president next year:
Democrats
Independents
Republicans
Total
The economy

22%

Health care

22%

Climate change

11%

Gun policy

10%

Immigration

9%

Taxes 6%

1%

22%
6%

33%

20%
25%

25%

13%

Foreign policy/National
security

International
trade/Tariffs

16%

15%
8%

14%
1%
17%

8%

14%

6%

9%

12%

7%

10%

11%

2%

1%

3%

1%

Figure 1
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

With health care and the economy ranking above all other issues for Michigan voters, it is important to
note that Michigan voters give President Trump very different marks on both of these issues. Half (51%)
of Michigan voters approve of the way President Trump is handling the economy compared to four in ten
(41%) who approve of the way he is handling health care.
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Michigan Voters Divided On President Trump’s Economy, While
Majorities Disapprove Of His Job On Most National Issues
Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling each of the following?
Approve
His job as president
The economy

41%
51%

Disapprove
58%
48%

Immigration

45%

55%

Trade with other countries

44%

55%

Health care

41%

58%

Foreign policy

41%

59%

Figure 2
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

International Trade and Recent Tariffs
While voters do not rank international trade as one of the most important issues in deciding their vote next
year, Michigan is a state expected to be most affected by the ongoing trade disputes with China and other
countries. Overall, about half of voters – including majorities of Democrats and independents – say they
think the recent tariffs will hurt both the national economy (54%) and workers in Michigan (53%).
However, this opinion is only shared by about one-fourth of Republican voters (21% and 26%,
respectively) compared to majorities of Democrats (80% and 78%, respectively) and independent voters
(58% and 57%, respectively). Six in ten Republican voters in Michigan (61%) say the recent tariffs will
“help” the national economy and about four in ten (41%) say the tariffs will “help” Michigan workers.
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Most Michigan Voters Say Tariffs Will Hurt, Fewer Republican
Voters Say The Same
Do you think that the recent tariffs, which are import taxes on certain goods brought into the U.S. from
China and other countries, will help, hurt, or have no effect on…?
Help

Have no effect

Hurt

…the national economy…
Michigan

31%

14%

54%

Democrats 11% 8%
Independents

…workers in your state…

23%

80%

25%

17%

Republicans

53%

10%12%
58%

61%

23%

15%

22%
21%

78%
20%

57%

41%

32%

26%

Figure 3
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Partisans also differ in how they perceive the recent tariffs will impact them and their families. More than
six in ten Democratic voters in Michigan (63%) say the recent tariffs will hurt them and their families while
about half of independent voters (47%) and a majority of Republican voters (57%) in the state say they
will “have no effect.” Overall, few voters (14%) say the recent tariffs will help them and their families.

Few Michigan Voters Think Tariffs Will Help Them And Their
Families
Do you think that the recent tariffs, which are import taxes on certain goods brought into the U.S. from China
and other countries, will help, hurt, or have no effect on you and your family?
Help
Michigan

Have no effect

14%

Hurt

43%

41%

4%
Democrats
Independents
Republicans

32%
12%

63%
47%

26%

40%
57%

15%

Figure 4
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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Health Care Priorities among Michigan Voters
When asked specifically about health care priorities that Congress should work on next year, over six in
ten say that lowering prescription drug costs (69%) and maintaining protections for people with preexisting conditions (64%) should be the top priority for Congress. These priorities substantially outrank
other policy proposals such as repealing and replacing the ACA, expanding government aid for people
who buy their own health insurance, and implementing a public option or national Medicare-for-all plan.
These top two priorities persist across partisans, with large shares of Democratic voters, independent
voters, and Republican voters naming lowering prescription drug costs and maintaining pre-existing
condition protections as top priorities. However, over half of Republican voters (56%) also say that
repealing and replacing the ACA should be a top priority. Implementing a national Medicare-for-all plan, a
topic that has dominated health care discussions in the 2020 Democratic primary, is not a top issue for all
voters or for Democratic voters, specifically.

Partisan Voters In Michigan Rank Lowering Rx Drug Costs,
Protections For Pre-Existing Conditions Among Top Issues
Percent who say each of the following should be a top priority for Congress next year when it comes to
health care:
Total
Democrats
Independents
Republicans
Lowering Rx drug costs for as many
Americans as possible
Maintaining protections for people
with pre-existing conditions
Repealing and replacing the ACA

69%

76%

64%

32%

70%

82%

16%

63%

28%

60%
46%

56%

Expanding gov't financial help for
those who buy their own insurance

27%

41%

23%

11%

Implementing a public option

26%

36%

25%

14%

Implementing a national Medicarefor-all plan

26%

36%

26%

11%

Figure 5
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Michigan Voters’ Economic Outlook
Turning to the economy, the other top issue for voters during the 2020 election, voters in Michigan are
split about what they think the economic forecast will be like for the next 12 months. Similar shares of
Michigan voters say that during the next 12 months, the U.S. will have bad times (50%) and good times
(48%). Views on the economic outlook are largely partisan with roughly eight in ten Democrats (78%)
saying bad times are ahead and roughly eight in ten Republicans saying good times are ahead (83%).
Independent voters are more divided, with four in ten saying the U.S. will experience “good times” while
54% say they expect “bad times” ahead.
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Michigan Voters Split About Whether Good Times Or Bad Times
Are Ahead For The U.S. Economy
Do you think that during the next 12 months the U.S. will have good times financially or bad times?
Good times
Total

48%

Democrats

50%

20%

Independents
Republicans

Bad times

78%

42%

83%

54%

16%

Figure 6
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

The Democratic Primary in Michigan and Preview of the
General Election
More than half of Michigan voters say they are more motivated (55%) to vote in next year’s election than
in the previous presidential election. This includes a majority of Democrats (65%), independents (61%)
and Republicans (53%) saying they feel more motivated than they did in 2016. Yet, similar to other states
included in this analysis, a larger share of Democratic voters say they are “more motivated” than the
share of Republican voters who said the same.
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Democratic Voters In Michigan Report Higher Levels Of
Motivation
Compared to the 2016 presidential election, how would you describe your level of motivation to
vote in next year’s 2020 presidential election?
More motivated

Total

Democrats

Independents
Republicans

About the same

55%

Less motivated
40%

65%

31%

61%

35%

53%

44%

4%

4%
5%
3%

50%
Figure 7
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Given the high levels of motivation as the next presidential election approaches, the Blue Wall Voices
survey explored what could be motivating voters. When asked specifically what the one thing is that will
motivate them to vote in the 2020 election, voters offer an array of open-ended responses, with the most
frequently volunteered response relating to defeating President Trump (21%), followed by those who
offered responses related to civic duty (10%) and health care (8%). Small shares of voters cited reasons
such as wanting to re-elect Trump and not wanting to elect a Democrat (6%), or the economy (5%).
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One In Five Michigan Voters Say Defeating Trump Is Their Top
Motivation To Vote In 2020
Percent who say each of the following is the one thing that will motivate them to vote in the presidential
election in 2020 (open-ended responses):
To defeat Trump

It is my civic duty
Health care

21%
10%
8%

To re-elect Trump/Don't want a Democrat

6%

The economy

5%

To vote for the best candidate 3%
A candidate with good ethics 3%
Stopping illegal immigration 3%
Figure 8
NOTE: Responses 3% and above shown.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

With more than four months before the 2020 Michigan Democratic primary, Senator Elizabeth Warren
garners the most support among likely Democratic primary voters followed by Vice President Joe Biden
and Senator Bernie Sanders. One-fourth of Michigan Democratic primary voters say Senator Warren is
their first choice for the 2020 Democratic ticket and a combined 43% of voters say she is their first choice
or second choice.
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Four In Ten Michigan Voters Pick Senator Warren As Their First
Or Second Choice Of Democratic Candidate
FIRST CHOICE:
Elizabeth Warren

25%

Joe Biden

Bernie Sanders

Pete Buttigieg

Kamala Harris

19%

15%

7%

2%

FIRST OR SECOND CHOICE:

Elizabeth Warren

43%

Joe Biden

27%

Bernie Sanders

28%

Pete Buttigieg

Kamala Harris

16%

10%

Figure 9
NOTE: Among those who plan to vote in the Democratic primary. Candidates receiving <5% of combined first and second choice not shown.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Overall, many voters (43%) in the state remain uncertain about who they will support in the 2020 election.
One-third of Michigan voters say they are definitely voting for the Democratic nominee and about one-fifth
(21%) say they are definitely voting for President Trump. In contrast, one-fourth of voters say they are
undecided, and few voters say they are either probably voting for the Democratic nominee (6%) or for
President Trump (11%). This poll finds there are few persuadable Michigan voters meaning that, while
they currently support one candidate, they could be convinced to support the other party’s candidate.
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About Four In Ten (43%) Michigan Voters Are Swing Voters
Thinking about the upcoming presidential election in 2020, do you think you are…?
Definitely going to vote for the Democratic
nominee
Probable Democratic voters

33%
6% <1% A chance of voting
for Trump

Undecided

Probable Trump voters

Definitely going to vote for President Trump

25%

6%

A chance of voting for

5% Democratic nominee
21%

Figure 10
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Michigan swing voters (those who are either undecided voters or say they are probable but not definite
Trump or Democratic voters) are supportive of three progressive platforms: the Green New Deal, a
pathway to citizenship for immigrants, and a ban on future sales of assault weapons. But, on the other
progressive platforms included in this project, Michigan voters are either split or a majority say they are a
bad idea. This includes two-thirds of Michigan swing voters (65%) who say a national Medicare-for-all
plan is a “bad idea.”
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Michigan Swing Voters See Many Progressive Positions As
Good Ideas Including The Green New Deal
Do you think each of the following is a good idea or a bad idea?
Good idea

Bad idea

Green New Deal

66%

33%

Pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S. illegally

64%

33%

Ban on future sales of assault weapons

64%

34%

Ban on owning assault weapons including mandatory
buybacks
A ban on hydraulic fracturing, or fracking
A national Medicare-for-all plan that would eliminate private
health insurance
No longer detaining people for crossing the U.S. border
illegally

51%

40%
34%

47%

52%
65%

24%

74%

Figure 11
NOTE: Among voters who either say they are “undecided” or are probable Trump or probable Democratic voters in 2020
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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Blue Wall Voices Project - Minnesota
The Blue Wall Voices Project examines voters in the state of Minnesota to get their perspectives on key
issues and aspects of the 2020 election, including the role that health care and the economy may play in
voters’ decisions. In addition, it gauges enthusiasm and vote choice leading up to the 2020 presidential
election.
Overall, Minnesota voters say that a number of issues will be the most important in deciding their vote for
president in 2020, with health care, the economy, and climate change emerging as the top issues. About
one in five Minnesota voters say health care (20%), climate change (17%), and the economy (16%), are
the most important issues to their vote, with smaller shares naming issues like gun policy (11%),
immigration (11%), foreign policy and national security (9%), taxes (8%), and international trade and
tariffs (1%). Partisans are divided in their priorities with three in ten Democrats ranking health care and
climate change as their top issues, about two in ten independents ranking health care and the economy
as their top issues, and one-fourth of Republicans ranking the economy as the most important issue and
one in five saying immigration will be the most important issue in deciding their 2020 vote choice.

Minnesota Voters Say Health Care, Climate Change, And The
Economy Are Top Issues In Deciding 2020 Vote
Percent who say each of the following issues will be the most important in deciding their vote for
president next year:
Republicans
Democrats
Independents
Total
Health care

31%

20%

Climate change

17%

The economy

16%

Gun policy

11%

Immigration

11%

32%
9%
9%
4%

18%

2%

14%
19%

25%

12%

17%

10%

Foreign policy/National
security

9%

Taxes

8%

2%

11%

International trade/Tariffs

1%

1%

2%

6%

9%

20%

9%

14%
8%
2%

Figure 1
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Overall, a majority of Minnesota voters disapprove of President Trump’s job performance (58%) while four
in ten voters approve (42%). In addition, most Minnesota voters also disapprove of the way he is handling
foreign policy (58%), health care (57%), immigration (56%), and trade with other countries (55%).
Minnesota voters are more divided in their views of how President Trump is handling the economy with
49% of voters saying they approve compared to 51% who disapprove.
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Majorities Of Minnesota Voters Disapprove Of President Trump’s
Handling Of Most National Issues
Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling each of the following?
Approve
His job as president
The economy

42%
49%

Disapprove
58%
51%

Trade with other countries

44%

55%

Immigration

44%

56%

Health care

42%

57%

Foreign policy

41%

58%

Figure 2
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Minnesota Voters on Health Care Priorities
When asked specifically about health care priorities that Congress could work on next year, over six in
ten say lowering prescription drug costs (64%) and maintaining protections for people with pre-existing
conditions (62%) should be the top priority for Congress. These priorities substantially outrank other
policy proposals such as repealing and replacing the Affordable Care Act (28%), expanding government
financial help for people who buy their own health insurance coverage on the ACA marketplace to include
more people (21%), and implementing a public option (23%) or national Medicare-for-all plan (20%).
These top two priorities persist across partisans, with large shares of Democratic, independent, and
Republican voters naming lowering prescription drug costs and maintaining pre-existing condition
protections as top priorities. However, over half of Republican voters (53%) also say that repealing and
replacing the ACA should be a top priority. Implementing a national Medicare-for-all plan, a topic that has
dominated health care discussions in the 2020 Democratic primary, is not a top priority for a majority of
voters or for Democratic voters, specifically.
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Partisan Voters In Minnesota Rank Lowering Rx Drug Costs,
Protections For Pre-Existing Conditions Among Top Issues
Percent who say each of the following should be a top priority for Congress next year when it comes to
health care:
Democrats
Independents
Republicans
Total
Lowering Rx drug costs for as many
Americans as possible

64%

Maintaining protections for people
with pre-existing conditions

62%

71%

67%

81%

62%

55%
41%

28%

10%

26%

Implementing a public option

23%

43%

22%

5%

Expanding gov't financial help for
those who buy their own insurance

21%

35%

20%

8%

Implementing a national Medicarefor-all plan

20%

36%

Repealing and replacing the ACA

14%

53%

5%

Figure 3
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Minnesota Voters’ Views of the U.S. Economy
Turning to the economy, the other top issue for voters during the 2020 election, Minnesota voters are
optimistic about the U.S. economic forecast over the next 12 months. About half of Minnesota voters say
that during the next 12 months, the U.S. will have “good times” (53%), compared to a slightly smaller
share who say the U.S. will experience “bad times” (44%). Views towards the U.S. economy are largely
partisan with two-thirds of Democrats (68%) saying bad times are ahead, while over eight in ten
Republicans (84%) say the U.S. will experience “good times” financially. Independent voters are more
divided, but lean positive with 54% saying they expect “good times,” while 44% say the U.S. economy will
experience “bad times” over the next year.
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Slight Majority Of Minnesota Voters Say Good Times Are Ahead
For The U.S. Economy In The Next Year
Do you think that during the next 12 months the U.S. will have good times financially or bad times?
Good times
Total

53%

Democrats

44%

26%

Independents
Republicans

Bad times

68%

54%

84%

44%

14%

Figure 4
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

The Democratic Primary in Minnesota and Preview of the
General Election
Slightly over half of Minnesota voters say they are more motivated (52%) to vote in next year’s election
than in the previous presidential election. This includes majorities of Democrats (57%) and Republicans
(59%) and nearly half of independents (47%) saying they feel more motivated than they did in 2016.
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Both Democratic And Republican Minnesota Voters Report
High Levels Of Motivation
Compared to the 2016 presidential election, how would you describe your level of motivation to
vote in next year’s 2020 presidential election?
More motivated

Total

Democrats

Independents
Republicans

About the same
52%

Less motivated
44%

57%

3%

40%

47%

47%
59%

3%
6%

40%

1%

50%

Figure 5
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Given the high levels of motivation as the next presidential election approaches, the Blue Wall Voices
survey explored what could be motivating voters. When asked specifically what the one thing is that will
motivate them to vote in the 2020 election, voters offer an array of responses, with the most frequently
volunteered response related to defeating Trump (18%), followed by those who offered responses related
to civic duty (11%). Smaller shares cite reasons such as to re-elect Trump or not wanting a Democrat
(9%), health care (6%), a candidate with good ethics (4%), and the environment or climate change (4%).
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Nearly One In Five Minnesota Voters Say Defeating Trump Is
Their Top Motivation To Vote In 2020 Election
Percent who say each of the following is the one thing that will motivate them to vote in the presidential
election in 2020 (open-ended responses):
To defeat Trump

18%

It is my civic duty

11%

To re-elect Trump/Don't want a Democrat
Health care

9%
6%

A candidate with good ethics

4%

The environment/climate change

4%

The economy 3%
To vote for the best candidate 3%

Stopping illegal immigration 3%
Figure 6
NOTE: Responses 3% and above shown.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

With more than four months left before the 2020 Minnesota Democratic primary, Senator Elizabeth
Warren garners the most support among likely Democratic primary voters followed by Minnesota Senator
Amy Klobuchar, Vice President Joe Biden, and Senator Bernie Sanders. One-fourth of Minnesota
Democratic primary voters say Senator Warren is their first choice for the 2020 Democratic ticket and a
combined 43% of voters say she is their first choice or second choice.
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Senator Warren Has Slight Lead Over Minnesota Senator
Klobuchar Among Minnesota Democratic Primary Voters
FIRST OR SECOND CHOICE:

FIRST CHOICE:
Elizabeth Warren

25%

Elizabeth Warren

43%

Amy Klobuchar

Amy Klobuchar

15%

Joe Biden

14%

25%

Joe Biden

21%

Bernie Sanders

Bernie Sanders

Pete Buttigieg

13%

7%

Pete Buttigieg
Kamala Harris

24%
16%

8%

Figure 7
NOTE: Among those who plan to vote in the Democratic primary. Candidates receiving <5% of combined first and second choice not shown.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

About one-third of Minnesota voters say they are “definitely voting for the Democratic nominee” (32%)
and about one-fourth (24%) say they are “definitely voting for President Trump.” Many voters (41%) in the
state remain uncertain about who they will support in the 2020 general election. Of that 41%, two in ten
voters say they are “undecided” (21%), and about one in ten say they are either “probably voting for the
Democratic nominee” (10%) or “probably voting for President Trump” (10%). This poll finds few
persuadable Minnesota voters, meaning that, while they currently support one candidate, they could be
convinced to support the other party’s candidate. Three percent of all Minnesota voters say that they are
probably going to vote for President Trump, but there is “a chance” they will vote for the Democratic
nominee. On the other side, 1% of Minnesota voters say that they are probably voting for the Democratic
nominee, but there is “a chance” they will vote for President Trump.
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About Four In Ten (41%) Minnesota Voters Are Swing Voters
Thinking about the upcoming presidential election in 2020, do you think you are…?
Definitely going to vote for the Democratic
nominee
Probable Democratic voters

32%

9%

Undecided

Probable Trump voters

Definitely going to vote for President Trump

A chance of voting

1% for Trump

21%

6%

3%

A chance of voting for
Democratic nominee

24%

Figure 8
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Minnesota swing voters (those who are undecided or say they are probably going to vote for either
President Trump or the Democratic nominee) have very different views on two key immigration issues.
While three-fourths of Minnesota swing voters (76%) think a pathway to citizenship for immigrants who
are in the country illegally is a “good idea,” two-thirds think stopping detainments at the U.S. border for
people who are coming into the country illegally is a “bad idea.”
On other progressive platforms, Minnesota swing voters have positive views towards a ban on future
sales of assault weapons (68%) and a Green New Deal that would address climate change through new
regulations and increases in government spending on green jobs and energy-efficient infrastructure
(64%), but say a national Medicare-for all plan is a “bad idea” (63%). Minnesota swing voters are more
divided in their views towards a ban on owning assault weapons including a mandatory buyback program
(54% say it is a “good idea,” while 46% say it is a “bad idea”) and a ban on fracking (42% say it is a “good
idea,” while 50% say it is a “bad idea”).
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Minnesota Swing Voters Support Pathway To Citizenship But
Many Think Stopping U.S. Border Detainments Is A Bad Idea
Do you think each of the following is a good idea or a bad idea?
Good idea
Pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S. illegally

Bad idea
22%

76%

Ban on future sales of assault weapons

68%

31%

Green New Deal

64%

33%

Ban on owning assault weapons including mandatory
buybacks

A ban on hydraulic fracturing, or fracking
A national Medicare-for-all plan that would eliminate private
health insurance
No longer detaining people for crossing the U.S. border
illegally

54%
42%

46%
50%

31%

63%

27%

66%

Figure 9
NOTE: Among voters who either say they are “undecided” or are probable Trump or probable Democratic voters in 2020
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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Blue Wall Voices Project - Pennsylvania
The Blue Wall Voices Project examines voters in Pennsylvania, a state that President Trump won by less
than one percentage point (approximately 44,000 votes) over Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton in
2016. This poll finds that health care is among the top issues for voters more than one year out from the
general election and examines enthusiasm and vote choice leading up to the 2020 presidential election.
Health care ranks among the top issues for voters leading up to the 2020 presidential election along with
the economy, gun policy, and climate change. Health care is the top issue for Democratic voters (28%)
and ranks among the top issue for independent voters (25%), but ranks lower among Republican voters.
In fact, among Republican voters, health care ranks below the economy (31%), gun policy (16%), and
immigration (14%), and alongside foreign policy or national security (9%) and taxes (9%), with one in ten
Republican voters saying health care will be the most important issue in deciding their vote next year.

Pennsylvania Voters Rank Health Care, The Economy, Gun
Policy And Climate Change As Top Issues
Percent who say each of the following issues will be the most important in deciding their vote for
president next year:
Total
Republicans
Democrats
Independents
Health care

21%

The economy

21%

Gun policy
Climate change

17%

8%

Immigration

7%

Taxes

6%

International trade/Tariffs

18%
22%

1%

8%
3%
2%
1%

10%

22%

12%

14%

Foreign policy/National
security

25%

28%

31%

17%

16%

15%

6%

7%

9%

5%

14%

9%

4%
1%

<1%

Figure 1
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Similar to the overall Blue Wall, Pennsylvania voters are most positive in their views of the way President
Trump has handled the economy with nearly half (48%) of Pennsylvania voters saying they approve of his
job performance on this issue. On the other hand, more than six in ten Pennsylvania voters (63%) say
they disapprove of the way he has handled health care. Both of these issues appear to be key issues
leading up to the 2020 presidential race.
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Majorities Of Pennsylvania Voters Disapprove Of President
Trump’s Handling Of Most National Issues
Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling each of the following?
Approve

His job as president
The economy

39%
48%

Disapprove

61%
52%

Trade with other countries

42%

58%

Immigration

40%

59%

Foreign policy

39%

61%

Health care

36%

63%

Figure 2
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Pennsylvania Voters on Health Care
While Medicare-for-all has dominated most of the health care discussions on the 2020 Democratic
campaign trail, it ranks low among the priorities that the public has for Congress next year. One-fourth
(26%) of Pennsylvania voters say implementing a national Medicare-for-all plan is a “top priority” for
Congress compared to nearly seven in ten who say the same about lowering prescription drug costs for
as many Americans as possible (68%) as well as maintaining the Affordable Care Act’s protections for
people with pre-existing medical conditions (68%). Implementing a national Medicare-for-all plan is not
even a top priority among Democratic voters (36%).
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Lowering Rx Drug Costs Ranks Among Top Health Care Issues
For All Voters, Regardless Of Partisanship
Percent who say each of the following should be a top priority for Congress next year when it comes to
health care:
Democrats
Independents
Republicans
Total
Lowering Rx drug costs for as many
Americans as possible

68%

Maintaining protections for people
with pre-existing conditions

68%

Expanding gov't financial help for
those who buy their own insurance

32%

Repealing and replacing the ACA

31%

Implementing a public option

29%

Implementing a national Medicarefor-all plan

26%

73%

67%

83%
44%
15%
42%
36%

68%
27%

66%

54%
22%

27%

52%

26%

15%

25%

12%

Figure 3
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

The Economy
The economy is another top issue for Pennsylvania voters but views of how the economy will fare over
the next 12 months are largely driven by partisanship. Overall, voters in Pennsylvania are divided with
similar shares saying they think that the U.S. will experience “good times” (47%) and “bad times” (51%)
over the next 12 months. Eight in ten (78%) Democratic voters say the U.S. will have bad times financially
over the next year while 80% of Republicans say the U.S. will have good times. Independents are evenly
divided (49% v. 49%).
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Pennsylvania Voters Are Split As To Whether Good Times Or
Bad Times Are Ahead For The U.S. Economy
Do you think that during the next 12 months the U.S. will have good times financially or bad times?

Good times
Total

47%

Democrats

51%

21%

Independents
Republicans

Bad times

78%

49%
80%

49%
18%

Figure 4
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

The Democratic Primary in Pennsylvania and Preview of the
General Election
Two-thirds of Democratic voters say they are more motivated to vote in next year’s 2020 presidential
election than they were in 2016 compared to slightly more than half of independent voters (54%) and
Republican voters (54%). This is similar to the overall Blue Wall findings, which finds the Democratic
Party has a slight enthusiasm edge over their Republican counterparts.
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Democratic Voters Report Higher Levels Of Motivation
Compared to the 2016 presidential election, how would you describe your level of motivation to
vote in next year’s 2020 presidential election?
More motivated

Total

About the same

58%

Democrats

Less motivated

38%

66%

4%

32%

2%

Independents

54%

43%

3%

Republicans

54%

42%

4%

50%

Figure 5
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

When asked to say in their own words what will be the one thing that will motivate them to vote in the
2020 presidential election, a larger share of voters offer responses related to defeating President Trump
than any other thing. One-fifth of voters say defeating President Trump (22%) is the one thing that will
motivate them to vote next year, followed by those who say they are motivated by re-electing President
Trump or not wanting to elect a Democrat (10%), the issue of health care (8%), or their civic duty (7%).
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One In Five Pennsylvania Voters Say Defeating Trump Is Their
Top Motivation To Vote In 2020
Percent who say each of the following is the one thing that will motivate them to vote in the presidential
election in 2020 (open-ended responses):
To defeat Trump

22%

To re-elect Trump/Don't want a Democrat

10%

Health care

8%

It is my civic duty

7%

The economy 3%

To vote for the best candidate 3%
A candidate with good ethics 3%
To vote against socialism 3%
Figure 6
NOTE: Responses 3% and above shown.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

With more than six months before the Pennsylvania Democratic primary, Vice President Joe Biden, a
Pennsylvania native, is the first choice among Democratic primary voters. One-fourth (27%) of
Democratic primary voters chose Vice President Biden as their first choice of 2020 Democratic
candidates followed by 18% of Democratic primary voters who chose Senator Elizabeth Warren and 14%
who chose Senator Bernie Sanders. Senator Warren and Vice President Biden have a relatively similar
share of first choice and second choice votes with more than one-third of voters selecting either candidate
as their first or second choice.
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Biden Has Slight Edge Among Primary Voters In Pennsylvania,
Biden And Warren Share Lead As Voters’ Top Two Choices
FIRST CHOICE:
Joe Biden

27%

Elizabeth Warren

Bernie Sanders

18%

14%

Kamala Harris 4%

Pete Buttigieg

3%

FIRST OR SECOND CHOICE:
Elizabeth Warren

37%

Joe Biden

34%

Bernie Sanders

Pete Buttigieg

Kamala Harris

24%

14%

8%

Figure 7
NOTE: Among those who plan to vote in the Democratic primary. Candidates receiving <5% of combined first and second choice not shown.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Nearly four in ten (39%) Pennsylvania voters are still either undecided (22%) about their 2020 vote
choice, or say they are “probably” voting for either President Trump (10%) or the Democratic nominee
(7%) but have not made up their minds yet. This is compared to one-third of voters who say they are
“definitely voting” for the Democratic nominee and one-fourth who are “definitely voting” for President
Trump (23%).
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Nearly Four In Ten (39%) Pennsylvania Voters Are Swing Voters
Thinking about the upcoming presidential election in 2020, do you think you are…?

Definitely going to vote for the Democratic
nominee
Probable Democratic voters

33%

7%

Undecided

Probable Trump voters

Definitely going to vote for President Trump

A chance of voting

<1% for Trump

22%

6%

A chance of voting

4% for Democrat

23%

Figure 8
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

With four in ten Pennsylvania votes still up for grabs, the poll finds that majorities of Pennsylvania swing
voters (those who either say are still undecided or are either probable but not definite Trump or
Democratic voters) say many of the progressive platforms currently being discussed in the Democratic
primary are good ideas, but these voters are less positive in their views of three important policy
positions, including Medicare-for-all. More than half of Pennsylvania swing voters say a pathway to
citizenship for immigrants in the country illegally (72%), the Green New Deal (69%), a ban on future sales
of assault weapons (67%), and a ban on owning assault weapons (57%) are good ideas. On the other
hand, Pennsylvania swing voters are more negative in views of a national Medicare-for-all plan, fracking,
and no longer detaining people for crossing the U.S. border illegally. Majorities of Pennsylvania swing
voters say all three of these progressive platforms, a national Medicare-for-all plan (56%), a ban on
fracking (57%), and stopping U.S. border detainments (72%), are “bad ideas.”
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Pennsylvania Swing Voters Have Negative Views Of Medicarefor-all, Fracking Ban, And Stopping U.S. Border Detainments
Do you think each of the following is a good idea or a bad idea?
Good idea

Bad idea

Pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S. illegally

72%

27%

Green New Deal

69%

29%

Ban on future sales of assault weapons

67%

31%

Ban on owning assault weapons including mandatory
buybacks
A national Medicare-for-all plan that would eliminate private
health insurance
A ban on hydraulic fracturing, or fracking
No longer detaining people for crossing the U.S. border
illegally

57%

42%

42%

56%

39%

57%

28%

72%

Figure 9
NOTE: Among voters who either say they are “undecided” or are probable Trump or probable Democratic voters in 2020
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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Blue Wall Voices Project - Wisconsin
The Blue Wall Voices Project examines voters in Wisconsin, a state that President Trump won by less
than one percentage point over Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton in 2016. This poll finds the economy
and health care are among the top issues for voters more than one year out from the general election and
examines enthusiasm and vote choice leading up to the 2020 presidential election.
With approximately one year before the 2020 presidential election, the economy (22%) and health care
(20%) emerge as the top issues for Wisconsin voters. Smaller shares name climate change (16%), gun
policy (11%), foreign policy or national security (11%) and immigration (9%) as the issue which will be
most important in deciding their vote. However, there are notable partisan differences on which issues are
most important in deciding their vote. Among Democrats, climate change emerges as a top issue with
nearly three in ten (29%) saying it will be the most important issue in deciding their vote, while among
Republicans, only 2% say climate change is the most important issue. Nearly three in ten Republicans
(29%) say the economy is the most important issue, compared to 22% of independents and 12% of
Democrats. Larger shares of Democratic voters and independent voters say health care is the most
important issue in deciding their vote (25% and 21%, respectively) than Republican voters (13%).

Wisconsin Voters Rank The Economy And Health Care As Top
Issues
Percent who say each of the following issues will be the most important in deciding their vote for
president next year:
Republicans
Independents
Democrats
Total
The economy

22%

Health care
Climate change

12%

20%

25%

16%
11%

12%

Foreign policy/National
security

11%

8%

Taxes
International trade/Tariffs

9%
6%
1%

21%

29%

Gun policy

Immigration

22%

5%
4%
1%

17%

29%
13%

2%

6%

15%

14%

14%

8%
5%
1%

17%
7%
1%

Figure 1
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

While Wisconsin voters are evenly divided in their views of how President Trump is handling the economy
(50% v. 50%), a larger share of Wisconsin voters give President Trump negative marks on all other
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issues included in this poll including foreign policy (60%), health care (58%), immigration (58%), and
international trade (57%).

Wisconsin Voters Split On President Trump’s Economy,
Majorities Disapprove Of His Handling Of Most National Issues
Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling each of the following?
Approve
His job as president
The economy

42%
50%

Disapprove
57%
50%

Trade with other countries

43%

57%

Immigration

42%

58%

Health care

40%

58%

Foreign policy

39%

60%

Figure 2
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

Wisconsin Voters’ Views of Health Care Priorities
When asked about specific health care priorities for Congress to work on next year, nearly seven in ten
Wisconsin voters say lowering prescription drug costs (69%) and maintaining protections for people with
pre-existing conditions (66%) should be “a top priority.” Majorities of Democrats (79%), independents
(70%), and Republicans (59%) say lowering prescription drug costs should be a top priority for Congress.
A majority of Republicans (57%) say repealing and replacing the ACA should be a top priority while a
smaller share (46%) say maintaining protections for people with pre-existing conditions should be a top
priority for Congress. With discussions about Medicare-for-all dominating the health care conversation in
the recent Democratic primary debates, equal shares of Wisconsin Democratic voters say implementing a
national Medicare-for-all plan and implementing a public option should be a top priority for Congress next
year (43% each), mirroring the policy divide on this issue among the leading Democratic candidates.
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Wisconsin Voters Rank Lowering Rx Drug Costs, Protections
For Pre-Existing Conditions Among Top Health Care Priorities
Percent who say each of the following should be a top priority for Congress next year when it comes to
health care:
Republicans
Total
Independents
Democrats
Lowering Rx drug costs for as many
Americans as possible

69%

Maintaining protections for people
with pre-existing conditions

66%

79%

70%

86%

66%

Implementing a public option

27%

43%

Repealing and replacing the ACA

27%

9%

20%

Implementing a national Medicarefor-all plan

24%

43%

19%

Expanding gov't financial help for
those who buy their own insurance

23%

37%

26%

59%
46%
13%
57%

8%
16%

15%

Figure 3
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

The Economy
Wisconsin voters are divided in their economic outlook for the country in the next 12 months. About half
(51%) think the U.S. will have “bad times” financially in the next year while 47% expect “good times.”
There is a stark partisan divide with eight in ten Democrats expecting bad economic times in the next
year, whereas three in four Republicans (77%) expect good times financially for the country. Similar
shares of independent voters expect bad economic times (52%) and good times financially (46%).
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Wisconsin Voters Are Split As To Whether Good Times Or Bad
Times Are Ahead For The U.S. Economy
Do you think that during the next 12 months the U.S. will have good times financially or bad times?
Good times
Total

47%

Democrats

51%

19%

Independents
Republicans

Bad times

80%

46%

77%

52%

22%

Figure 4
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

The Democratic Primary in Wisconsin and Preview of the
General Election
About half of Wisconsin voters (51%) say they are more motivated to vote in 2020 than they were in the
2016 presidential election. Democrats seem to have the edge when it comes to motivation with more than
six in ten Democrats (62%) saying they are “more motivated” to vote in 2020 than they were last election
compared to less than half of Republicans (46%) who say they are more motivated.
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Democratic Voters In Wisconsin Report Higher Levels Of
Motivation
Compared to the 2016 presidential election, how would you describe your level of motivation to
vote in next year’s 2020 presidential election?
More motivated

Total

51%

Democrats

Independents
Republicans

About the same

Less motivated
46%

62%

3%

36%

50%

1%

48%

46%

50%

2%
4%

50%

Figure 5
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

When asked specifically what one thing will motivate them to vote in the 2020 election, the most
frequently volunteered response was defeating President Trump (19%). Smaller shares cited reasons
such as a sense of civic duty (9%), re-electing President Trump or not wanting to elect a Democrat (8%),
health care (6%), the economy (5%), and to vote for the best candidate (4%) or a candidate with good
ethics (4%).
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One-Fifth Of Wisconsin Voters Say Defeating Trump Is Their
Top Motivation To Vote In 2020
Percent who say each of the following is the one thing that will motivate them to vote in the presidential
election in 2020 (open-ended responses):
To defeat Trump

19%

It is my civic duty

9%

To re-elect Trump/Don't want a Democrat

8%

Health care

6%

The economy

5%

To vote for the best candidate

4%

A candidate with good ethics

4%

Figure 6
NOTE: Responses 3% and above shown.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

With about five months before Wisconsin’s 2020 primary election, about one in five Democratic voters say
Senator Warren (22%) and Vice President Biden (17%) are who they plan to support during the
Democratic primary. Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders, who won the Wisconsin primary in 2016 when he
challenged former Senator Hillary Clinton for the nomination, is currently garnering 10%. Notably, about
four in ten (41%) Wisconsin Democratic primary voters select Senator Warren as their first or second
choice compared to one in four Democratic primary voters who select Vice President Joe Biden as their
first or second choice while one in five (21%) say Senator Sanders is their first or second choice.
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Warren And Biden Top List Of First Choice In Candidates,
Warren Alone At Top Of Combined First And Second Choice
FIRST OR SECOND CHOICE:

FIRST CHOICE:
Elizabeth Warren

Joe Biden
Bernie Sanders
Pete Buttigieg

Elizabeth Warren

22%

41%

Joe Biden

17%

25%

Bernie Sanders

10%

Pete Buttigieg

6%

21%
11%

Amy Klobuchar

3%

Amy Klobuchar

8%

Kamala Harris

3%

Kamala Harris

8%

Figure 7
NOTE: Among those who plan to vote in the Democratic primary. Candidates receiving <5% of combined first and second choice not shown.
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.

About four in ten (43%) Wisconsin voters are either undecided (21%) about their 2020 vote choice or say
they are “probably” voting for either President Trump (11%) or the Democratic nominee (10%) but have
not made up their minds yet. About three in ten voters say they are “definitely voting” for the Democratic
nominee (31%) and about one in five say they are “definitely voting” for President Trump (22%).

About Four In Ten (43%) Wisconsin Voters Are Swing Voters
Thinking about the upcoming presidential election in 2020, do you think you are…?
Definitely going to vote for the Democratic
nominee
Probable Democratic voters

31%

10%

Undecided

Probable Trump voters

Definitely going to vote for President Trump

A chance of voting

<1% for Trump

21%

6%

A chance of voting

5% for Democrat
22%

Figure 8
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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Majorities of Wisconsin swing voters (those who are either undecided or say they are probably going to
vote for either president Trump or the Democratic nominee) say many of the progressive platforms are
“good ideas” including a pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S. illegally (75%), a Green New
Deal (65%), and a ban on future sales of assault weapons (65%). But most Wisconsin swing voters say a
ban on fracking (55%), a national Medicare-for-all plan (63%), and stopping detainments at the U.S.
border (66%) are bad ideas.

Progressive Platforms Are Viewed Positively And Negatively By
Wisconsin Swing Voters
Do you think each of the following is a good idea or a bad idea?
Good idea
Pathway to citizenship for immigrants in the U.S. illegally

Bad idea
24%

75%

Green New Deal

65%

31%

Ban on future sales of assault weapons

65%

33%

Ban on owning assault weapons including mandatory
buybacks
A ban on hydraulic fracturing, or fracking
A national Medicare-for-all plan that would eliminate private
health insurance
No longer detaining people for crossing the U.S. border
illegally

52%
39%

47%
55%

33%

63%

30%

66%

Figure 9
NOTE: Among voters who either say they are “undecided” or are probable Trump or probably Democratic voters in 2020
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Blue Wall Voices Project (conducted Sept. 23-Oct.15, 2019). See topline for full question wording.
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Endnotes
1

In the wake of the 2016 election there was some speculation that voters who were planning to support President
Trump were reluctant to express this to interviewers during public opinion polls. This “shy Trump voter” hypothesis
was not found to be a meaningful contribution to the polling errors in 2016. By examining whether voters were less
willing to express support for President Trump during a live interview compared to an online response, we found no
evidence of any voters, regardless of party identification, being less willing to express support for President Trump
during live interview surveys. It is also important to note that while we did not find evidence of shy Trump voters, this
may be a result of respondents being able to self-select into their various modes.
2

The Blue Wall Voices Project began on September 23rd, 2019, one day before House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
announced a formal impeachment inquiry into Trump on September 24th as a result of President Trump’s phone call
with the Ukrainian President. As the field period continued into October, we did see an increase in the share of voters
who mentioned President Trump’s commitment to constitution in their responses to this question.
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